Update from the June 24th, 2020 OCBE Special Meeting:

To all of our signatories and community members,

Lyn submitted the public comment below following the OCDE’s guidelines on June 23rd, 2020 at 3:48 PM PT, and sent an updated list of over 500 signatures at 4:55 PM PT on June 24, 2020. She requested that the statement be read by a staff member in its entirety during the public comment period. She received no response from the OCBE.

During the public comment period of the meeting, 10 speakers were asked to share their comments. All of the comments were in support of the OCBE guidelines that reject mask wearing and social distancing. Several comments made factually incorrect claims on the evidence behind mask wearing and social distancing.

Afterwards, there was a panel discussion (panelists can be found on page 3 here). The panel presented viewpoints and information designed and curated to support the guidance put forward by OCBE. The information they provided cherry-picked studies and quotes that supported their claims, and we believe they were biased and deliberately misleading. The general scientific consensus of that meeting diverged greatly from the weight of existing evidence.

At around 10 PM, Lyn and Lizzy had a chance to read the public comment. Due to time, Lyn was forced to read only selections from the piece, and was stopped before completing the statement by a Trustee of the Board. Lizzy’s statement can be found here. To listen to the comments, you can listen here. Lyn begins speaking at around 3:24:30, with Lizzy immediately following.

We would like to note that there were hundreds of public comments submitted, including a comment from the American Academy of Pediatrics representing over 500 OC pediatricians that supported social distancing and mask wearing guidelines as outlined by the CDC, CADPH, and more. The lack of transparency around these messages, and the lack of intellectual balance, is a deliberate disservice to the OC community. Our parents, educators, and community members deserve to make their choices with the best information possible, not just information that suits the agenda of the OCBE. Children should have access to school, and we need to provide it safely. We will continue to speak the truth. If you’d like to join us in our continued efforts, you can find us here.

PUBLIC COMMENT:

To the OC Board of Education,

As members of the Orange County community, we write to express our concern surrounding the points outlined for your June 24, 2020 panel meeting on reopening schools in our county. We are proud to have some of the best schools in the state of California, but we cannot sit quietly while the OC Board of Education proposes policies that threaten the ability of OC students to safely receive the high quality education they deserve. We write this on behalf of the OC community, with signatures of support from over 500 OC community members, 93% of whom are registered voters.

The principles that you have outlined as guides to our school reopening policies must be critically assessed. They repeatedly state that public health policies guiding school reopening are “unacceptable.” Frankly, what is truly unacceptable is the outlined approach, one that would put our students (especially those with autism/intellectual disabilities, and people of color) and
their families at great risk. It is up to us to control Covid-19 spread within our communities, and responsible, safe school reopening is the first step.

Principle 1 states that delaying the opening of schools until a cure or vaccination is developed is unacceptable. We wholeheartedly agree. There are true developmental costs to delaying reopening, especially with the lengthy timeline that is likely for any treatment options. Preliminary evidence does indeed suggest that school closures may not reduce the transmission as much as originally believed. We should therefore move to reopen schools with the understanding that we must implement strategies that minimize the health risks we impose on our community.

Principle 2 states that children present the lowest risk of Covid-19, and therefore socially distancing them is unacceptable. While children may face lower risk of Covid-19 infection and mortality, this does not mean there is no risk. The growing number of reports of severe Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) among youth in the US and Europe who tested positive is an immediate reason for concern. And while children may experience less severe symptoms, there is a lack of evidence supporting that these less severe cases are less contagious. Viral load is high even if cases may appear less severe in children, and asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic children may still pose a transmission threat to their family and community members. Overwhelmingly, biomedical literature has shown that social distancing (at a minimum of one meter) is associated with drastic and significant reductions in transmission of Covid-19. The CDC continues to recommend 6 feet of social distancing. How is it unacceptable to implement a proven intervention for a known problem?

In principle 3, you begin by claiming that requiring schoolchildren to wear masks is “impossible to implement”. This reveals an unwillingness to find solutions that will protect our children. The following claim that wearing masks is “not based in science and could be potentially harmful” is a gross misinterpretation of the available evidence. The CDC and California Department of Education recommends that everyone wear masks in public spaces. The weight of the evidence overwhelmingly falls on the side of wearing masks (a meta-review of 44 studies and systematic review of 172 studies demonstrated the protective effect). While these studies have not specifically studied children, the only reason to believe there would be different results is if children are unable to wear their masks properly. This is only applicable to our youngest students, for whom an exception to mask-wearing would be reasonable.

Principle 4 states that if a school district is “unwilling to provide that education, parents will be allowed to send their children to a district or charter school.” This qualification is unacceptable. In this statement, you imply that students with more access will be attending charter schools that have implemented safer practices than public schools. Thus, you imply that less wealthy families do not have a right to a safe, high quality education. It is the duty of our school board to provide an accessible, reliable public education option to Orange County students. By failing to do this, you will be disproportionately affecting families whose children or other family members have pre-existing conditions or learning disabilities, are low-income, and are
from communities of color. No child should forgo their right to a free, high-quality education because their school board didn’t put in the work to make their safe attendance possible. **It is your job to provide accessible education, which means supporting schools and teachers so they can safely reopen.** If you are unwilling or unable to accomplish this, you need to hire people who are.

Please find below a list of our citations. We encourage you to uphold your duty to our community, and prepare reopening principles that better reflect our students’ and families’ needs.

Signed,

**Lyn Stoler, BA, MPH; LAUSD class of 2014**
Elizabeth Hubbard, BS and Ph.D. student; LAUSD class of 2014
Sara Kass, BS and Ph.D. student; LAUSD class of 2014
Imani Martinez, BS and JD Candidate; LAUSD class of 2014
Jacqy Lok, BS; LAUSD class of 2014

**Signatures of Support:**
1. Drew Gomberg, BS; Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
2. Janine Kim, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
3. Tal Stoler, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2016
4. Melanie Thai, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2016
5. Indira Galvez, Community Member, LAUSD class of 2016
6. Rome Fiore, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2013
7. Esther Kim, BS & MD candidate, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
8. Abigail Wherry, Teacher, OVHS 2012
10. Willow Urquidi, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
11. Kylee, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2015
12. Aya Musleh, Community member
13. Minh-Thi Nguyen, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2017
14. Tammy Chiou, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
15. Eric Chai, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
16. Amanda O'Connell, BS, DPT student, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2015
17. Gillian Lelchuk, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
18. Alexandra Rogers, Community Member, SUHSD class of 2011
20. Samantha Chaffee, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2015
21. Kaylin O’Connell, current student, LAUSD class of 2023
22. Desiree Macchia, Alumni, CUSD
23. Brian Coons, Healthcare Professional
24. Karoline Ribak, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2015
25. Rachel O’Sullivan, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
26. Raychel Delaney, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
27. Alexa Gomberg, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2017
29. Kylie Nguyen, Community member, GGUSD class of 2016
30. Christopher Yeh; Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
31. Benjamin Yeh, MD/PhD. candidate; Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
32. Chia-Ho Lee; LAUSD parent
33. Hen-Geul Yeh; LAUSD parent
34. Marcella Kelley, community member, 2011
35. Michelle Lewis, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
36. Christine Chen, community member, GGUSD class of 2014
37. Nikki Emam, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2013
38. Madeline Hanley, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2015
40. Premal Barot, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
41. Kyla Woyshner, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
42. Kylie Spaan, Alumni, TUSD Class of 2014
43. Jennifer Stocksdale, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2003
44. Lauren Aylott, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
45. Jonathan Kass, Parent, LAUSD
46. Rebecca Corb, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
47. Nilsuda Stoler, Parent, LAUSD
48. Moshe Stoler, Parent, LAUSD
49. Steven Lim, Alumni, Fullerton, Class of 2018
50. Victoria Rice, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
51. Paul Lok, Parent, LAUSD
52. Matthew Eclaveia, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
53. Kaitlyn Spear, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
54. Liz Flynn, Community Member, Costa Mesa
55. Carol Stocksdale, Community Member, CUSD
56. Sandy Lemire, Parent
57. Madeline Lok, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
58. Jordyn Cook, LAUSD Class of 2017
59. Jeff Weis, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
60. Isaias Martinez, Parent, LAUSD
61. Jacqueline Brandt, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
62. Roth Ung, Parent, LAUSD
63. Hailey Rabb, Community Member
64. Emiko Makiyama, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
65. Mia Haddad, BS, MPH Candidate, LAUSD Class of 2014
66. Euressa Cosmiano, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
68. Alfonso Rosendo, Alumni, Orange County Unified High School District class of 2016
| 69. | Audrey Choi, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014 |
| 70. | Andrew Harrison Bicknell, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016 |
| 71. | Jean-Pierre Lemire, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2010 |
| 72. | Alexis Ernbbaum, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 1998 |
| 73. | Spencer Woolard, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015 |
| 74. | Kevin Gooch, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013 |
| 75. | Mackenzie Stanton, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016 |
| 76. | Ryan Bowers, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014 |
| 77. | Kersey Dillon, District Employee and Alumni, LAUSD |
| 78. | Taylor Callahan, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017 |
| 79. | Andrew Woyshner, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013 |
| 80. | Nyoka Hunt, Alumni, Class of 2015 |
| 81. | Sophia Ungaro, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017 |
| 82. | Kenneth Chang, Alumni, OVSD |
| 83. | Kasie Schroeder, Alumni, LAUSD 2015 |
| 84. | Megan Clendening, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014 |
| 85. | Hayley Krieger, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015 |
| 86. | Gillian Kass, Student, LAUSD Class of 2017 |
| 87. | Lynne Kass, Parent, LAUSD |
| 88. | Guy Lemire, Parent, LAUSD |
| 89. | Bianca Pompa, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014 |
| 90. | Natasha Lelchuk, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2011 |
| 91. | Reilly Chang, Alumni, IUSD, Class of 2015 |
| 92. | Roshni Pole, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015 |
| 93. | Marriah Kahn, Alumni, class of 2013 |
| 94. | Dakota Hill, Alumni, GGUSD class of 2014 |
| 95. | Weslie Oeftering, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015 |
| 96. | Mark Kim, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016 |
| 97. | Sarah Camburn, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014 |
| 98. | Hannah Stojack, Alumni, Class of 2015 |
| 99. | Shannon Crowley, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013 |
| 100. | Cris Sharma, Friend of Community Member |
| 101. | Jemima Park, Alumni, Class of 2018 |
| 102. | Andrea Stanton, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2009 |
| 103. | Quinley Lazor, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017 |
| 104. | Dylan Allred, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017 |
| 105. | Arvind Suresh, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2015 |
| 106. | Kathy Hubbard, Parent, LAUSD |
| 107. | Katie Hubbard, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014 |
| 108. | Charles Glaudini, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017 |
| 109. | Anna Reiser, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2015 |
| 110. | Raychel Ruiz, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013 |
| 111. | Jaymeann Jones, Alumni, Class of 2014 |
112. Briana Walker, Parent, AUHSD alumni and current SVUSD parent
113. Austin Geller, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
114. Stephanie Huscroft, Parent, OUSD
115. Carlene Chinn, Community member, Irvine
116. Alexandra Robinson, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2011
117. Matthew Ivler, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2018
118. Nina Fleck, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
119. Angela Pu, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
120. Mark Hansberry, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
121. Devshi Mehrotra, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2015
122. Melissa O'Gorman, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
123. Alison Waite, Parent, SVUSD
124. Hannah Summy, Community Member, Anaheim
125. Casey Palin, Teacher, LAUSD
126. Samantha Killick-Maxton, Parent, IUSD Class of 2028
127. Nate Torres, Community Member, Orange County
128. Zachary Sowards, Alumni, Class of 2014
129. Pamela Smith, Community Member, SVUSD
130. Soren Williams, Parent, OUSD
131. Marty Bradley, Parent, LAUSD
132. Emily Schultze, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
133. Andrew Bollhagen, Alumni, SVUSD Class of 2001
134. Lily Sowards, Alumni, Class of 2018
135. Carson Hasselbrink, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
136. Timothy Sisk, Community Member, Aliso Viejo
137. Jack Vieyra, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
138. Smith, Parent, Mission Viejo
139. Kevin Lee, Student, PLYUSD Class of 2021
140. Jihoon Ha, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2015
141. Arghavan Mohajer, Community Member, SBUD
142. Karen Schultze, Parent, LAUSD
143. Brian Schultze, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2018
144. Lori Franzen, Teacher, Los Alamitos
145. Stephen Hager, Parent, Orange
146. Alec Vida, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2018
147. Annie Cheng, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2020
148. Nancy Bradley, Parent, LAUSD
149. Hoang Le Pham, Parent, Westminster
150. Vickie Camburn, Community Member, Garden Grove
151. Sabrina Blash, Community member, CSUD
152. Theresa Tran, Alumni, GGUSD Class of 2013
154. Alexis Ruiz, Student, LAUSD Class of 2015
155.  Samantha Chaffee, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
156.  Tim Chou, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
158.  Celine Truong, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
159.  Sarena Kuhn Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2018
160.  Collin Hutson, Community Member, Irvine
161.  Lindsey Alenikov, BA, MD Candidate, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2014
162.  McKenna Lee, Student, LAUSD Class of 2021
163.  Ryn Ramirez, Alumni, Class of 2017
164.  Spencer Hart, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
165.  Stephenie Martinez, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2020
166.  Marissa Allbee, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2018
167.  Katherine Hoolihan, Community Member, CUSD Class of 2014
168.  Ross Hutter, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
169.  Daniel Hogan, Community Member, Gonzaga Class of 2020
170.  Charles Nakamura, Alumni, PYLUSD, Class of 2015
171.  Austin Lowe, Alumni, FHSD Class of 2020
172.  Kerri Hoolihan, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2016
173.  Bridgit Hoolihan, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2019
174.  Izabel Magana, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2017
175.  Patrick Dallal, Community Member, Servite Class of 2016
176.  Nicholas Fernando, Friend of Community, Yorba Linda
177.  Natali Castillo, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
178.  Amelia Hensler, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2015
179.  Sheel Dalal, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2015
180.  Kyli Sinclair, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2015
181.  Lori Hoolihan, Parent and College Professor, Laguna Niguel
182.  Alice Bodell, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
183.  Jaquelyn Hernandez, Student, PLYUSD Class of 2021
184.  Trent Gomberg, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
185.  Allison Hidalgo, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
186.  Alexandra Smith, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
187.  Grace Kim, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
188.  Kyla Qumsieh, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2016
189.  Brandon Hart, Parent, Teacher, Homeowner, Alumni, LAUSD
190.  Debby Brosius, Educator, LAUSD 1996-present
191.  Taylor, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2015
192.  Sue Kim, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2020
194.  Tori Leatherman, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2015
196.  Kyli Sinclair, Alumni, PLYUSD Class of 2015
197.  Jada Young, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
198. Yeon Sun Kim, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2007
199. Mariah Ronningen, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
200. Miguel, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 2020
201. Emma Meyer, Student, IUSD Class of 2013
202. Cecilia Chu, Community Member, Los Alamitos
203. Jasmine Hogan, Student, LAUSD Class of 2014
204. Jamie Hayakawa, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
205. Christy Park, Alumni, Anaheim Class of 2014
206. Phyllis Klein, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2006
207. Pieter Y, Community Member, UCI Graduate Student
208. Kiana Farahbod, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2015
209. Tatyana Lev, Student, Asheville 2007
210. Elisabeth Carter, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2010
211. Matheu Cosmiano, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2020
212. Kristin Adams, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2020
213. Cynthia Miller, Parent, HBUSD 2023
214. J Alessandro Briseno, Student, LAUSD Class of 2022
215. Christina Hu, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2015
216. Kristen Carlos, School Site Staff, IUSD
217. Karen Walton, Parent, HBUSD
218. Simran Patel, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2014
219. Savannah Arakawa, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2020
220. Rachel Lindahl, Parent, SVUSD
221. Kiana Mannani, Alumni, DHHS Class of 2017
222. Colbie Ermolenko, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2014
223. Madison Main, Alumni, Brea Olinda Class of 2016
224. Louie Cao, Community Member, Orange
225. Emily Ruiz, Student, LAUSD Class of 2014
226. Bethany Tom, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2020
227. Kaylin O’Connell, Student, LAUSD Class of 2023
228. Camille Gruber, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2020
229. Xiomara Melendez, Parent, SAUSD Class of 2032
230. Esther Anene, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 2015
231. Monica Kim, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
232. May Hui, Community Member, Irvine
233. Janne Levy, Teacher, Los Alamitos
234. Alicia Twisselmann, Alumni, HBUHSD, Class of 2015
235. Anna Lopez, Community member, DUSD, Class of 2014
236. Kristina Shafton, Community member, Los Alamitos
237. Anthony Alcain, Community member, Placentia
238. Amy Lounsbury, Parent, LAUSD Class of 2021
239. Kyle Zozobrado, Community member, LEUSD, Class of 2016
240. Haley Guida, Community member, CUSD, Class of 2014
241. Miguel Martinez, Alumni, PYLUSD, Class of 1984
242. Kiyaan Parikh, Community Member, ABC USD Class of 2015
243. Sophie Prettyman-Beauchamp, Alumni, UCI class of 2019, DUSD, class of 2015
244. Marni Rice, Parent, Los Alamitos High School Class of 2022
245. Cynthia Chairez, Alumni, LAUSD, Class of 2017
246. Justin, Alumni, LAUSD, Class of 2017
247. Jessica Kim, Alumni, IUSD, Class of 2015
248. Samuel Kim, Alumni, CUSD, Class of 2011
249. Sawyer Knieriem, Alumni, LAUSD, Class of 2013
250. Robin Sinks, Community member, parent, RN, Health educator, Los Alamitos
251. Natalie Binczewski, Community member, Irvine
252. Amanda Bernardino, Parent, LAUSD Class of 2020, 2024
253. Isaac Visoutsy, Community member, Placentia
254. Jeannene Schlumpf, retired LAUSD teacher and resident
255. Jonathan Ng, Concerned citizen, Chandler 2007
256. Annette Szlachta-McGinn, Community member, Dana Point
257. Natalie Rice, Alumni, LAHS Class of 2020
258. Robert F. Schlumpf, Community Member, Grandparent of LAUSD Students, Seal Beach
259. April Chernila, Student, LAUSD Class of 2021
260. Arlene Finger, Grandparent of LAHS students, Seal Beach
261. Susana Pollak, Parent, LAUSD class of 2021
262. Mel Finger, Grandparent of LAUSD students, Seal Beach
263. Ryan Chiang, Student, Cerritos
264. Siobhan Allen, Community Member, LAHS Class of 2015
265. Maggie Allers, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2017
266. Lauren Vera, Alumni, LAUSD, Class of 2013
267. Raya Peterson, Parent, HBUHSD
268. Mark McGinn, Community member, Dana Point
269. Daniel Matsunaga, Alumni, LAUSD, Class of 2014
270. Jocy Martinez, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2014
271. Kaila Labrador, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2016
272. Dana Anenberg, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 1974
273. Suzy Hutton, Community Member, 50+ year resident of Seal Beach
274. Faheem, Student, SVUSD, Class of 2019
275. Jordan, Community member, CVUSD Class of 2011
276. Ernest Olivar, Student, ABCUSD
277. Michelle Park, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2016
278. Enrique, Student, Fullerton
279. Christy Nguyen, Student, AUHSD Class of 2018
280. Leland Jay, Parent, LAUSD Class of 1987
281. Tina Huang, Student, Irvine
282. Devin Berman, Parent, Buena Park
283. Paul Horn, Parent, Buena Park
284. Ivan Morales, Community member, FJUHSD Class of 2016
285. Andrea Chatter, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2010
286. Erica Granados, Alumni, HBUSD Class of 2015
287. William Szlachta, Community Member, Dana Point
288. Christian, Student, AUHSD Class of 2017
289. Grant Tobenkin, Alumni, SVUSD Class of 2014
290. Allan Le, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2015
291. Adrianna Nine, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
292. Harry Wedel, Alumni, SVUSD
293. Nicole Barker, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013
294. Param Bhatier, Community member, Orange
295. Julia, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2015
296. Debbie Spielman, Community Member, Trabuco Canyon
297. Noah Tobenkin, Alumni, SVUSD Class of 2019
298. Sovanna Cao, Alumni, USC Class of 2020
299. Nina Vishwakarma, Community Member, ABCUSD Class of 2015
300. Alec Szlachta-McGinn, Community Member, Dana Point
301. Kathleen, Alumni, HBUHSD, Class of 2016
302. Kiana Garvey, Alumni, Tustin Unified School District, Class of 2014
303. Karin Erickson, Parent, Los Alamitos
304. Jane Benning, Community Member, Los Alamitos
305. Kevin Bera, Student, Class of 2021
306. Lisa Kavalesky, Parent, Westminster School District Class of 2026
307. Amanda Nguyen, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2012
308. Lukas DeLuccio, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2015
309. Zeven Vidmar Barker, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2018
310. Alexander Mullane, Alumni, OCSA Class of 2020
311. Mark Kavalesky, Parent, Westminster School District Class of 2026
312. Janani, Community Member, Orange
313. Taichiroh Kanauchi, Student, Irvine
314. Yaebon Go, Community Member, Fullerton
315. Taylor Serafin, Alumni, TUSD Class of 2013
316. Connie Au, Community Member, Orange
317. Sheineh LaVenture, Community Member, Irvine
318. Lauren Randall-Pelayo, Parent/ School Employee, Buena Park
319. Zorayda Matsunaga, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2011
320. Paulina Ordaz, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2015
321. Sara Griffith, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
322. Mark Slader, Student, UC Irvine School of Medicine
323. Becca Woofter, Community Member, UCLA
324. Edison V, Alumni, TUSD Class of 2012
325. Ariana Hans, Student, Orange
326. Katie Zaug, Alumni, SVUSD, Class of 2010
327. Melody Lim, Community Member, Cerritos
328. Ashleigh Guerin, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2020
329. Emily Baker, Student, Orange County School of the Arts
330. Julie Quan, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2016
331. Margot Barker, Student, Orange
332. Tyler Irani, Community Member, Orange
334. Nubia, Student, Downey
335. Miguel Ituralde, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
336. Alysa Rodriguez, Student, CSUF Class of 2021
337. Jason Weintraub, Parent, Irvine
338. Christopher Rodriguez, Parent, LAUSD
339. Tamara AbuZaine, Community member, Tustin
340. Susan Russo, Parent, Los Alamitos
341. Isadore Garcia, Student, LAUSD Class of 2021
342. April Kunowski, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
343. Nicole Granados, Community member, OCUSD Class of 2011
344. Katherine Hinrichs, Alumni, GGUSD Class of 2014
345. Hailey Wesling, Community member, LAUSD Class of 2016
346. Alexa Lucas, Community member, CVUSD Class of 2012
347. Alexander Tran, Former Resident, OSCA Class of 2020
348. Nathalie Carrillo, Community Member, BOUSD Class of 2016
349. Bridget Miller, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2012
350. Helen Kim, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2008
351. Su In Lee, Alumni, LAUSD
352. Hilda Chaya, Community member, TUSD Class of 2018
353. Jeremy Hsu, Community member, Anaheim
354. Benjamin Hubbard, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013
355. Abby Chernila, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
356. Shelby Marsh, Alumni, Class of 2018
357. Emily Cochran, Student, LAUSD Class of 2021
358. Josette Thompson, Parent, LAUSD 2015 and 2016
359. Anissa Martinez, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2015
360. Remick Hobson, Student, LAUSD Class of 2021
361. Noah Marestaing, Student, PYLUSD Class of 2015
362. Serena Mann, Alumni, FHJUSD Class of 2016
363. Shannon Villegas, Parent, LAUSD
364. Susan Wilkinson, Parent, LAUSD Class of 2021
365. Dennis Le, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2017
366. Bridget De Maria, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
367. Tiffany Chang, Community Member, Fullerton
368. James Nguyen, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2015
369. Michael Salgado, Alumni, TUSD Class of 2015
370. Parth Jhaveri, Concerned Citizen, WVUSD Class of 2009
371. Austin L, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2015
373. Miranda Craig, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
374. Rachel Chung, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
375. Jean Chung, Parent, Garden Grove
376. Anna McLeod, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
377. Sarah Kark, Community Member, Irvine
378. Emily Blumenthal, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
379. Andreea Dinicu, Community Member, Irvine
380. Katie Nguyen, Community Member, WVUSD Class of 2015
381. Roya Aghavali, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2014
382. Ingrid Rosenthal, Concerned Pre-service Teacher, Albany CA
383. Matthew Ituralde, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2012
384. Michelle Miller, Parent, GGUSD Class of 2020
385. Sandra Welch, School Nurse, Garden Grove
386. Suzanne Chen, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2014
387. Anahita Ghajarrahimi, Friend of Alumni, San Mateo CA
388. Wendy, Community Member, Garden Grove
389. Joseph Pelayo, Parent, Norwalk-La Mirada
390. Jacque Clarke, Community Member, Anaheim
391. Elaine Rutkowski, Community Member
392. Carrie Adline, Parent, Garden Grove
393. Ryan Houston, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
394. Sharon Wang, Alumni, FJUHSD Class of 2020
395. Melissa Raygoza, Community Member, CJUHSD Class of 2016
396. Beltran, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2022
397. Mojan Derris, BS, MSPA-C Candidate, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2014
399. Precious Romo, Alumni, Anaheim Class of 2017
400. Kait Kovach, Student, Chapman 2022
401. Alexis Schramm, Student, LAUSD Class of 2020
402. Brett Fuller, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2013
403. Lauren Parks, Community Member, LBUSD Class of 2012
404. Jack Taylor, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
405. Bijal Patel, Community Member, PYLUSD 2020
406. Richard Blumenthal MD, FAAP, Parent, Board certified pediatrician with 20 yrs of experience, LAUSD
407. Carly Miller, Future educator, Brea/Fullerton
408. Audrey Fish, Student, Orange Class of 2023
409. Alex Wang, Medical Student, UCISOM Class of 2021
410. Ashley Do, BS, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2016
411. Gabriel, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2013
412. Cha Cha Pillai, Alumni, CUSD
413. Melanie Blumenthal, Parent, Community Member, Pediatrician, LAUSD
414. Samuel Choi, Alumni, ABCUSD Class of 2015
415. Ann Gunvalsen, Parent, Los Alamitos
416. Jason Xu, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2013
418. Gloria Choi, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
419. Theresa Nguyen, Alumni, FBHS Class of 2015
420. Alicia Mckie, Parent, LAUSD
421. Jenna Tatiyatrairong, Community Member, Tustin
422. Denise Sturrock, Parent, Santa Ana
423. Ella Davison, Student, HBUSD Class of 2020
424. Jamie Kaminski, Parent, LAUSD
425. Andrew Fineman, Community Member, SDUSD Class of 2016
426. Cindy Asano, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
427. Owen Kaminski, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
428. Kimberly Baldwin, Parent and Alumni, LAUSD
429. Samantha Chaffee, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
430. Rana Lee, Community Member, OC Class of 2012
431. Thomas Kaminski, Parent, LAUSD
432. Erin Oh, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2015
433. Trish Sparks, Community Member, Seal Beach
434. Susan Hidalgo, Parent, Yorba Linda
436. Denise Sturrock, Parent, Santa Ana
437. Emily Nguyen, Student, PYLUSD Class of 2018
439. Carolina Salazar, Community Member, LAUSD class of 2010
440. Jordyn Cook, Alumni, LAUSD class of 2017
441. Michael Banawis, Student, AUHSD, Class of 2021
442. Micah Banawis, Alumni, AUHSD class of 2016
443. Maria Gallegos, Teacher, Santa Ana
444. Jacob Franco, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2010
445. Trish Sparks, Community Member, Seal Beach
446. Eileen Martinez, Community member, Anaheim
447. Josh Dozier, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
448. Akemi Harrington, Parent, LAUSD
449. Efrain Martinez, community member, AUHSD Class of 2009
450. Arielle Schultz, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
451. Lydia Gordon, Parent, Anaheim Hills
452. Janet Schultz, Parent, LAUSD class of 2016 and 2021
453. Julia Franco, community member, AUHSD Class of 2012
Hania Alim, Student, CAPOUSD, Class of 2022
Madelynn Grisham, Student, LAUSD Class of 2018
Ashley R., Alumni, Class of 2009
Jimena Lopez, Student, OCDE
Jesus Cortez, community member, Anaheim
Samantha, community member, Garden Grove
Jenifer Pizano, student, Fullerton College
Krishna Nicholson, Community Member, Irvine
Giovanna Pacheco, Community Member, AUHSD Class of 2014
Camille Ituralde, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
Jordyn cook, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
Katherine Kim, OD, Parent, Yorba Linda
Lizeth Meza, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2020
Elizabeth Quiroz community member, AUHSD Class of 2010
Denise Sturrock, Parent, Santa Ana
Esther Franco, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2019
Jethro Probre, BS, UCSF PharmD candidate, PYLUSD class of 2016
Megan Gibbs, Community member, Anaheim
Angeles Marin, Student, Garden Grove
Osmar Arias, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2017
Sabin Lee, Parent, LAUSD 2024
Edgar Erellano, Alumni, Resident, and business owner, AUHSD 2008
Tess, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2018
Jacki Vu, Alumni, HBUHSD 2020
Bree Koontz, Teacher, IUSD
Albina Medina, Student, CPP Class of 2024
Elizabeth Parra, community member, LAUSD Class of 2009
Gina Hua, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2016
Felix Park, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2015
Katherine Hohl, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2020
Jesse Lee Steffan-Colucci, Community Member, Costa Mesa
Ann Marie Sanchez, Community Member, AUHSD Class of 2012
Mario Vargas-Orozco, Community member, Costa Mesa
Thomas Kaminski, Parent, LAUSD
Marie Jakobi, Community member, Fullerton
Christian Olson, Parent, NMUSD
Aislinn Fulton, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2022
Courtney Adams, Community member, Huntington Beach
Darcie Olson, Parent, NMUSD
Elisha Hernandez, Alumni, AUHSD 2010
Marco-Landon, Community Memver, SLUSD Class of 2017
Kristine Do-Vu, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2016
Stephani Magdaleno, Alumni, OUSD Class of 2015
497. Nicholas Trank, Alumni, FJUHSD Class of 2014
498. Marienne Spriggs, Community Member, Seal Beach
499. Alyssa Cook, Alumni, CUSD Class of 2018
500. Olaina Anderson, Parent, LAUSD
501. Jessica Zumwalt, Community member, EHS Class of 2014
502. Krishna Nicholson, Community Member, Irvine
503. Neil Vadecha, Parent, LAUSD Class of 2028
504. Haili Skoviak, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2020
505. Jennifer Wojtkiewicz, Parent, Capistrano Unified
506. Diya Parkeh, Student, PYLUSD Class of 2022
507. Justin Anderson, Community Member, Parent, ER physician, LAUSD
508. Jessica Rojas, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2017
509. Megan Van Ligten, Community Member, OC Class of 2011
510. Mileena Contreras, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2014
511. Greg Saks, Parent, LAUSD
512. Henry Hidalgo, Jr., Parent, PLYUSD
513. Rachel Gajardo, Community Member, Huntington Beach
514. Zaydell Arreola, Student, LAUSD Class of 2018
515. John Sinambal, Community Member, AUHSD
516. Addy Gutierrez, Community Member, AUHSD Class of 2015
517. Sarah Salmon, Alumni, OUSD
518. Sherly Diaz, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 2018
519. Jordyn Cook, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
520. Coryn Cook, Student, LAUSD Class of 2022
521. Caroline Nguyen Community member, Orange
522. Justin Anderson, Community member, Parent, Long Beach and LAUSD
523. Abigail Hidalgo, Student, PYLUSD Class of 2022
524. Marc Camilo, Student, CJUHSD
525. Kelsie Handley, Alumni, PYLUSD Class of 2015
526. Laura Vega, Alumni, OUSD Class of 2015
527. Antonio Miguel Peralta, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
528. Leslie Hernandez, Parent, PYLUSD Class of 2022
529. William McGrann, Community Member, Los Alamitos
530. Mehgan Mcdonald, Student, NOCCCD Class of 2021
531. Jose Ureno, Student, Fullerton
532. Sidney Bowe, Student, AUHSD Class of 2017
533. Rachel Banks, Community Member, PYLUSD Class of 2013
534. Katherine Huotari, Community member, Orange Class of 2006
535. Mariz, Student, AUHSD Class of 2023
536. Catheryn Young, Community Member, Carson
537. Jamie Morishima, Community Member, CAPOUSD Class of 2015
538. Alexandra Herrera, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
539. Elizabeth Zuniga, Parent, AUHSD Class of 2025
Savannah Phelan, Community Member, Tustin
Danielle Mogilevsky, Community Member, SVUSD Class of 2012
Dyani Rosales, Community Member, FUSD Class of 2013
Damjan Nastic, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2020
Leslie Hernandez, Parent, PYLUSD Class of 2022
Anna Yamamuro, Community Member, CUSD Class of 2012
Sarah Mae Smith, Community Member, Anaheim
Carl Schultz, MD, Parent, LAUSD, Professor Emeritus of Emergency Medicine and Public Health at UCI School of Medicine
Linda Lam, Alumni, GGUSD Class of 2017
Elizabeth Luna, Community Member, Anaheim
Sabin Lee, Parent, LAUSD 2024
Michelle Valdivia, Alumni, Anaheim
Ashley Hua, Student, Fountain Valley
Marisol Brito, Alumni, GGUSD Class of 2008
Meaghan McDonald, Student, NOCCCD Spring 2021
Nick Ochoa, Teacher, Yorba Linda
Ryan Okazaki, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2015
Tracey Gibbs, Parent, LAUSD
Susana Araujo, Alumni, Orange High School Class of 2008
Angela Eilers, Parent, PYLUSD 2025, 2028
Courtney Park, Alumni, IUSD Class of 2015
Kyunghwa Ahn, Parent, Irvine
Jodie Ono, Parent, AUHSD 2016
Isabella Macapinlac, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2020
Kenneth H. Hayashida, Jr., MD, Board-certified Pediatrician (retired), 25 year holder of California Physician Medical License, US trained physician, LAUSD
Owen Kaminski, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2017
Joanne Cazares, Student, SAUSD Class of 2016
Cintya Rocha, Community Member, OUSD Class of 2013
Brian Trinh, Student, PYLUSD Class of 2019
Bianca Rangel, Parent, OUSD
Mia McCall, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 2016
Jackie Stone, Community Member, Fullerton
Rachel Banks, Community Member, PYLUSD Class of 2013
Danielle Espinoza, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 2011
Trish Sparks, Community Member, Seal Beach
Katya Rashkovsky, Community Member, LAUSD Class of 2018
Clarissa Contreras, Alumni, SAUSD Class of 2016
Lesly Chavez, Community Member, 2015
Laura Cortez, Student, LAUSD Class of 2017
Katharine Hohl, Alumni, HBUHSD Class of 2020
Zahara M Keulen, Alumni, HBUHSD 2007
Laura Luevano Menez, Alumni, AUHSD Class of 2013
Susan Park, Parent, LAUSD
Ashley Sholmire, Community member, LAUSD Class of 2014
Luis Franco, Alumni, AUHSD 2007
Eileen Gonzalez, Community Member, AUSD Class of 2018
Mark Hayakawa, Community member, Los Alamitos
Anaissa Marie Ortiz-Wong, Teacher, IUSD Class of 2012
Paolo Andres, Teacher, LJSD
Kevin L Galacgac, Parent, Cypress
Babatunde Alford, Community member, LBUSD Class of 2013
Cara Yi, Teacher, Whittier
Jocelyn, Community member, FJUHSD Class of 2011
Brittany Goss, Faculty, HUSD Class of 2013
Susan Park, Parent, LAUSD
Austin Lowe, Alumni, FHSD 2020
Laurq Molina, Community Member, AUHSD Class of 2009
Alina Barrera, Family member of student, LAUSD Class of 2012
Adnaly Muniz, Community Member, Anaheim
Alberto Jarrin Lopez, Student, UCI School of Medicine Class of 2021
Cassidy Given, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2013
Ethan Javonillo, Alumni, FJUHSD Class of 016
Swetha Ramesh, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
Brittany Taga, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
Adnaly Muniz, Community Member, Anaheim
Destiny Andrews, Community Member, Irvine
Carolyn Chandler, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
Vivian Wang, Alumni, LAUSD Class of 2016
Xuyen Mai, Alumni, GGHS Class of 2013
Sydney Given, Alumni, LAUSD
Karen Phan, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2021
Camelia Heins, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2021
Truc Tran, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2021
Katelyn Nguyen, Student, HBUHSD
Stella Ha, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2024
Dylan Nguyen, student, HBUHSD Class of 2021
Samantha Kenny, Community member, LAUSD Class of 2016
Glace Flanigan, Community member, Orange
Tran Trinh, Parent, Garden Grove
Oskar Hua, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2020
Sophie Huynh, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2022
Taylor Nguyen, Alumni, GGUSD Class of 2020
Kelsey Hua, Alumni, GGUSD Class of 2020
Angelina Tran, Student, HBUHSD Class of 2021
LAUSD = Los Alamitos Unified School District
IUSD= Irvine Unified School District
CUSD= Capistrano Unified School District
SUHSD= Salinas Union High School District
GGUSD= Garden Grove Unified School District
OVHS= Ocean View High School
SVUSD= Saddleback Valley Unified School District
AUHSD= Anaheim Union High School District
OUSD= Orange Unified School District
PYLUSD= Placentia- Yorba Linda Unified School District
HBUSD = Huntington Beach Unified School District
HBUHSD = Huntington Beach Unified High School District
ABC USD= ABC Unified School District (Artesia, Cerritos, Hawaiian Gardens, Lakewood, Long Beach, Norwalk)
FJUHSD= Fullerton Joint Union High School District
TUSD= Tustin Unified School District
BOUSD= Brea Olinda Unified School District
LJSD= Lowell Joint School District
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